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ABSTRACT

The spectral comb methor '~
frequency detection algoritlhms saizgdagsntzlcross~correlation of a modified power spectr eof the speech signal and a spectral c033function with teeth of decreasing amplitudesand variable intervals. In order to reduce uoverall computational complexity and obtai 1econstant frequency resolution, a modifiedapproach is proposed to compute the cross:correlation function usin

‘ . g a logarithm‘Scale for both the amplitude and the frequenéiThe cross~correlation is obtained b ‘ ':umming each spectral peak shiftedtegztthzlyrequency scale by factors of 1, 1/2 1/3nd on the amplitude scale by ractééé'ér l.,...,n dB according to the comb tooth order n.

INTRODUCTION I

fundamental frequency detectionimportant role in phonetica .
s in many aspects of speech analysis, such as

plays an

experimental devices and algorithms hap:::f::d :gecgaff [7], none provide error free, . ,_ a y in the case 0 ‘ “telephonic recordings. The choicc of notse orpitch detector will depend on the aast its structure will define an implir't3rfliculatory model for F0 detection Allnéifpancy between this model and the re21{{l 1 ions of analysis will lead to error 'ac Fundamental frequency detected a in

a specific

Among the numerous methods avadetection, those based on
analysis of the input

ilable for pitch
. short term spectral. a ,

Signa offer .fggdlfes1stance to noise and provideu2321::tafissgntsfggfin trf the fundamental componegt i:.‘. .‘ . 1c speech input. 'dzawbacks, essentially due to 103::pfigesomdfrrquency resolution which precludes their inoz medical applications, spectral“ pitih

detection appears to be quite attractive for
phonetic and linguistic research.

Most methods of pitch detection based on the
short—time spectrum aim to detect some perio~
dIClty of the fundamental'frequency harmonics.
The popular cepstrum approach [1], for instancecomputes the Fourier transform of the logarithm,of the power spectrum. Other methods are basedon a more direct and computationally efficientdirect search for periodicity in the spectrumSchroeder [2] uses an histogram of subharmonicsderived from the spectral peaks, and F0 istaken as the smallest common multiple of theperiods of its harmonic components. Harris andWeiss [31 use a high resolution Fourier spectrumand retain the most numerous equal spacing ofadaacent peaks as fundamental frequencySreenivas and Rao [4] use only high qualitypeaks (well above the noise level), and computetheir approximate highest common factor toobtain the pitch value. Sluyter, Kotmans andLeuwaarden [5], in order to reduce the influencof phase distortion in the peak frequenc emeasurement, utilize a minimum distance critezrion to recognize harmonic pattern and thresulting fundamental frequency. e

THE SPECTRAL COMB METHOD

Eycfiogirgzt with other pitch detection schemese sieve algorithm the 5method [6] is based on a 2 pectral COMb
. direct search ofgzzfionig structure in the spectrum integratizzinf e harmonic frequency and amplitudevalsgmggigns..lgh;s ensures that a correct.‘.' o wi e bt ' ‘ ' '

dicity in the spectro ained even if no perio-
enough, most frequenc ‘.y domainmethods such as the c ‘

‘
epstrum will f ' ‘signal has no harmonics, as for a p::: :ale

To evaluate F _ .
is first "Erogmedge short time 5
meeting an appropr
narrow parabola,
of the spectrum.
related values, u
not interfere

pectrum 1F w :
by replacing spectral peakslate selection criterion byand by zeroing the remainingThis ensures that nonmharmonic. sually with low ener willin the overall computation,
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The groomed spectrum is then crosscorrelated

with a spectral comb function C(wp,w) with

teeth of decreasing amplitude and variable

intervals wp.
l

C(wp.p) =1: An
n

The maximum of the crosscorrelstion function

1(wp) is reached when a large number of the

comb’s teeth coincide with the harmonic peaks

of the spectrum. When this value exceeds a

voicing treshold, the corresponding tooth

interval is taken as l/Fo.

1(wp) = Z n exp '-1/8 :F(wp):

(nwp~W>

If :F(w)l is represented by m samples, n*(m*m)

sums and products are necessary to evaluate n

values of the crosscorrelstion function I(w).

In a 1000 Hz frequency range, with a 4 Hz

resolution, this corresponds to

250 I (250*250)= 15,625,000 sums and products.

A FASTER METHOD

Due to the nature of the groomed spectrum and

of the spectral comb, many of the operations

involved in this computation involve a zero

factor. A much more efficient algorithm can be

obtained if only non-zero values were to be

taken into account. This can be done if I(wp)

is evaluated from the peaks of the spectrum

only, whose amplitude and position on the

frequency axis are the only information re—

tained. The cross"corre1ation’ function is

obtained by iteratively adding, for each

spectral peak of :F(w):, parabola

- shifted in frequency according to the

order of the comb tooth n;

- shifted in amplitude by an appropriate

[actor proportional to the comb tooth

order n.

A LOGARITHMIC SPECTRAL COMB

The use of a linear frequency scale ensures

the possibility' of using the FFT to evaluate
the short time spectrum :F(w):. 0n the other

hand, since all computations are performed on

sampled values, a linear frequency scale

creates an uneven frequency resolution in the

contribution of low and high harmonic compo-

nents. Using a logarithmic frequency scale,

all harmonic components will have a similar

impact on the final cross~correlation result.

Furthermore, the operations will only involve

additions and substractions.

Starting from a logaritmic short-time spectrum,

the cross-correlation with a logarithmic

spectral comb function is then obtained by

recursively adding n times

" shifted in frequency by log n

- shifted in amplitude by n dB

Again, a more efficient algorithm will proceed

from the spectral peaks added recursively

after having been shifted by log n on the

frequency scale and by n on the amplitude

scale (n=1, 2,..., n).
With this approach, assuming that each peak is

represented by p values and that n comb’s

teeth are considered, the total number of

additions is reduced to p*n*h , with h= number

of harmonics taken into account. With typical

values of p=16, n=8 and h=8, we have thus 1024

additions to perform to obtain the cross—

correlation function (Each addition involving

an extra address calculation).

The price to pay to implement this logarithmic

approach is the spectral analysis of the

speech input, which has to be obtained either

by a relatively high resolution FFT followed

by a logarithmic mapping of the frequency

scale, or a direct logarithmic DFT. The-latter

solution would be more easily implemented in

hardware form.

Furthermore, the sides of each peak parabola

must be constant on the logarithmic frequency

scale. This suggests a possible improvement in

the computation of the logarithmic DFT : since

the width of each peak is proportional to the

duration of the time window used, shorter

blocks of sampled speech input can be used for

higher frequencies. Starting for example at

+10 Hz at —20 db below a spectral peak at 100

Hz, the equivalent logarithmic width at lOOOHz

will correspond to a frequency width of +100

Hz. Using for instance a Gaussian window, this

would imply a duration of the time window

equal approximatively to 20 times the period

involved, i.e. 20* 1/100 Hz=200 ms and 100 Hz

and 20 ms at 1000 Hz. This variable window

length roughly corresponds to the time reso"

lution of the ear for pure tones.

CONCLUSTON

Using a logarithmic scale for both the amplitude

and the frequency scale of the short-time

power spectrum, the computational effort to

evaluate the cross«corre1ation function in the

spectral comb method is dramatically reduced.

Typically, only 1024 sums are necessary,

compared to more than 15,000,000 sums and

products in the direct approach. This method,

which requires the .Fourier transforn of the

speech input to be logarithmic, seems suitable

for hardware implementation leading to reliable

realutime operation.
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